Chromosome changes in germ cell tumors of the testis.
Chromosome analysis was performed on short-term cultures established from samples of six tumors of the testis. Histologically, four tumors were embryonal cell carcinomas (three primary, one metastatic) and two of mixed histology with predominance of teratoma. The modal chromosome number was hypotriploid in four tumors, triploid in one, and hypertriploid in another. All tumors contained structurally abnormal chromosomes, ranging in number from 1 to 10 in different cases. A small metacentric marker chromosome, identified as an isochromosome of the short arm of chromosome #12 [i(12p)], was present in all tumors analyzed. Unlike other marker chromosomes, this one was invariably present in at least two copies per metaphase in all cases; all other chromosome markers were present in single copy in all tumors. Together with the previous reports on the presence of i(12p) in seminoma and teratoma of the testis, our findings suggest that this karyotypic abnormality is characteristic for all histologic varieties of germ cell tumors of the testis.